LINGER A WHILE

Words by Roger Schorr  Music by Ronnie Whyte

Bossa Nova - not too fast

LIE BACK IN BED, DEAR - LINGER A WHILE

LAY DOWN YOUR HEAD, DEAR - YOU'RE GONNA SMILE

WATCHING THE SHADOWS DANCE ON THE CEILING

ARE THEY AS HAPPY AS I'M FEELING?

THOUGH BY THE MORNING DREAMS OFTEN FADE

THINK OF THE MEMORIES WE WILL HAVE MADE

BRIEF IT MAY BE BUT STILL A DELIGHT - COME

LINGER A WHILE - TONIGHT
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Now that I found you—Why must you run?

My arms around you, isn't this fun?

And if you're happy in my embraces,

Soon we will be off to the races.

Your lips were made for keeping mine warm

And may I tell you they're in rare form

And, as I like the smile they convey—Come linger a while—Or stay.

Lin-ger a-while—Come linger a-while

Lin-ger a-while—Or stay.